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TotalMarks(60)
IReading(30Marks)

A)Vocabulary(14Marks)
a) Froma, b, cand d,choosethemnostsuitableword thatbestcompletes
each of the followingsentences: (4 x 2 =8 Marks)

01. Mountain climbing is a dangerous sport that ...

a.consists of b. appeals to c. embarks on
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people who love adventure.

d. preys on

02. Farmers sometimes use......... to protect their plants from insects anddiseases.

a. catastrophes

03. You can borrow a / an

a. variety

b. novelists c. pesticides d. species

.... ofinterestingbooks from theschool library.

c. fusion d. popularity

... check-ups to avoid any healthproblem.

C. monsOonal d. annual

b. appreciation

04. Doctors recommend having ....

a. prodigious b. cracked

b) Fll inthespaceswith themostsuitablewordsfromthelistbelow:(4x 1%=6Marks)
( essentially / emit / devotedly / regardless / seek )

and honestly to serve their country.05. Firemen always work

06. Visiting Souk Al-Mubarakiya is great for those who

07. Thearticle was..

real outdoor activities.

... about the effect of global warming on the environment.

08. Research has shown that mobile phones ... radio waves that may be harmful.
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B)ReadingComprehension(16Marks)
Readthe followingpassage,thenanswerthequestionsthat follow:

Any time an astronaut gets out of a vehicle while in space, it is

called a spacewalk. A spacewalk is also called an EVA. EVA stands

for extravehicular activity. The first person to go on a spacewalk was

Alexei Leonov. He was from Russia. The first spacewalk was on March

18, 1965. It was 10 minutes long.

Astronauts go on spacewalks for many reasons. Spacewalks let astronauts work outside

their spacecraft while still in space. Astronauts can do science experiments on a spacewalk.

This helps scientists learn how being in space affects different things. Spacewalks also let

astronauts test new equipment. They can repair satellites or spacecraft that are in space instead

of bringing them back to earth to fix.

When astronauts go on spacewalks, they wear spacesuits to keep themselves safe. These

suits are pressurized. This means that the suits are filled with oxygen which astronauts need to

breathe. Astronauts also have the water they need to drink. Once in their suits, astronauts

breathe pure oxygen for a few hours. Breathing only oxygen helps get rid of all the nitrogen in

an astronaut's body. If they didn't get rid of the nitrogen, the astronauts might get gasbubbles

in their body when they walked in space. These gas bubbles can cause astronauts to feel pain

in their shoulders, elbows, wrists and knees.

When on a spacewalk, astronauts use safety tethers to stay close to their spacecraft.

Tethers are like ropes. One end is hooked to the spacewalker. The other end is connected to

the vehicle. The safety tethers keep astronauts from floating away into space.
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a) Froma, b, cand d,choosethebestanswer: (6x 2= 12 Marks)
09. The best title for this passage could be:

a. The First Spacecraft

b. What a Spacewalk is

c. When to Live in Space

d. The Broken Satellite

10. The underlined word "hooked "in the last paragraph is close in meaning to:
a. enjoyed

b. fastened

c. decorated

d. destroyed

11. The underlined word" They " in the2nd paragraph refers to:

a. astronauts

b. spacewalks

C. reasons

d. scientists

12. One of the benefits of spacewalks is that:

a. they help astronauts work inside their spacecraft.

b. astronauts bring equipment back to earth to be fixed.

c. they keep astronauts from floating away in space.

d. astronauts can repair satellites or spacecraft.

13. Breathing only oxygen for a few hours helps astronauts to:

a. wear the pressurized spacesuits to be safe.

b. get rid of all the nitrogen in their body.

C. get gas bubbles in their body when they walk in space.

d. feel pain in their shoulders, elbows, wrists and knees.
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14. The purpose of the writer for writing this passage is to:

a. encourage the reader to visit Russia in March.

b. persuade the reader to go anytime on a spacewalk.

c. give the reader information about spacewalks.

d. entertain the reader witha story of aspacewalker.

b) Answerthe followingquestions:(2 x 2=4 Marks)

15. Who was the first person to go on a spacewalk?

16. Why do astronauts use safety tethers when on spacewalks?

..
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II-Writing(30Marks)
A)Grammar(14Marks)

a)Froma,b, candd,choosethecorrectanswer: (4x2-8 Marks)

17. My uncle usually

a. donates

.. money to charitable organizations.

c. was donating d. donateb. is donating

18. Ali and his friends attend the concert, yesterday?

a. Are b. Will c. Did

19. IfI wereyou, I ... to a larger house near the beach.

a. move b. moved C. will move
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d. Were

d. would move

20. The cake, my mother baked last Friday, was really delicious.

a. which b. who

b) Do as required: (3x2=6 Marks)

21. The kids prepared their suitcases last night.

c. whose d. where

(Make negative)

22. Oral historians can document past events. (Change into passive)

23. My sister will buy a (silk new blue) scarf. (Reorder the adjectives)
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B)Writing (16Marks)

" Travel opens our mind and heart and makes us better people'"

16
Plan and write a report of two paragraphs (not less than 12 sentences)

about a country you visited describing the places that attracted you and the activities
you did there.

(Writing should include a topic sentence, supporting details and a conclusion)

WriteYourPlanHere(2Marks)
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Writeyourtopichere (14 Marks)

1

Planning
Expositionofideas
and coherence

Paragraphingand
number ofsentences

2

Grammar Spelling Handwriting Punctuation Total

2 7 2 1 16
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